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Symbolic Music Generation
Overview and RNN Models



Music Generation

● Tasks that generate new music content from a given condition

● Traditional music creation
○ Label-to-Score: music composition and arrangement
○ Score-to-Performance MIDI: expressive performance
○ Performance MIDI-to-Audio: sound synthesis

Composer Performer Musical Instrument



Music Generation

● There are also many variations
○ Melody-to-Chord or Chord-to-Melody
○ Melody-to-Arrangement
○ Label-to-Lyrics (text generation)
○ Lyrics-to-Melody or Melody-to-Lyrics
○ Melody+Lyrics-to-Audio: singing voice synthesis
○ Audio-to-Audio: digital audio effects 
○ And more… 



Music Generation

AI Song Contest: Human-AI Co-Creation in Songwriting”, Cheng-Zhi Anna Huang et al., ISMIR 2020



Music Generation

● Symbolic music generation (this week)
○ Generate music in the forms of music score (but mostly MIDI)
○ Take 1D sequence (note events) as input
○ Focus on sequential note generation based on music language model
○ Leverage advances in natural language processing

● Audio generation (next week)
○ Generate waveforms or spectrogram
○ Take spectrogram as 2D image or waveforms as 1D sequence
○ Focus on natural sound synthesis
○ Leverage advances in computer vision



Symbolic Music Generation

● Language model in natural language processing
○ Auto-regressive model: predict what comes next (word, sub-word, character)

● Music language model
○ Predict what comes next in note sequence  
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What’s difference in music?

● Music is polyphonic
○ Melody and accompaniment 
○ Music score is an 1D sequence with the 2D nature: how we handle the 

simultaneous notes in the input representation?



What’s difference in music?

● Music is structured in scale, rhythm and harmony
○ Given a key, notes on the scale are played more likely than other notes
○ Simultaneous notes are arranged in harmony with a chord 
○ Successive notes are placed with a rhythm pattern 

Scale

Rhythm
Harmony

Measure

Beat 

Tick 



What’s difference in music?

● The majority of music pieces has a form
○ Repetitions and variations
○ AABA or Intro-verse-chorus-outro
○ 16-bar blues 
○ Sonata, Rondo

● Learning the long-term structure
(long-term dependency) is a challenge 
in music generation!
○ Likewise in NLP

The Clustering of Expressive Timing Within a Phrase in Classical Piano Performances by Gaussian Mixture Models”, Li et. al,  “, 2015



Issues in Symbolic Music Generation 

● Data representation
○ File format: MIDI, Sheet Music, ABC Notation
○ Input features: note (pitch, duration, velocity), chord, rhythm

● Learning models
○ Learning long-term structure
○ Repetition and variation in music (self similarity)
○ Consistent generation: genre, artist, mood 

● Model evaluation
○ Objective evaluation
○ Subjective evaluation



Symbolic Music Data Representation

● MIDI as piano rolls

● MIDI as note events

● Sheet music as multi-element events



MIDI as piano rolls

● Quantize piano rolls as a sequence of multi-hot vectors 
○ Time is quantized to the 16th note length or smaller 
○ Easy to handle polyphony
○ A single note can be broken into multiple small notes
○ Micro timings are discarded: not applicable to performance MIDI

Piano roll + Quantization

Multi-hot vector

A Hierarchical Latent Vector Model for Learning Long-Term Structure in Music, Adam Roberts, Jesse Engel, Colin Raffel, Curtis Hawthorne, Douglas Eck, 2018



MIDI as note events

● 1D sequence of one-hot vectors 
○ Four types of MIDI-like event 

■ Note-on (128 pitches), note-off (128 pitches), set-velocity (32 quantized 
velocities), time-shift (100 shifts: 10ms to 1000 ms) 

■ 388-dim one-hot vector (388=128+128+32+100) à 388 vocabulary tokens 

This Time with Feeling: Learning Expressive Musical Performance: Sageev Oore, Ian Simon, Sander Dieleman, Douglas Eck, Karen Simonyan, 2018
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MIDI as note events

● 1D sequence of one-hot vectors 
○ The time shift event compresses sustained note states into a single event

■ A typical 30-sec clip might contain about 1200 event tokens
○ Can handle performance MIDI

This Time with Feeling: Learning Expressive Musical Performance: Sageev Oore, Ian Simon, Sander Dieleman, Douglas Eck, Karen Simonyan, 2018

MIDI Tokenization



Sheet music as multi-element events

● Parse the music notation and tokenize them
○ A structured text sequence 

■ Bar, chord, tempo, note, and so on
○ This rich information can be useful in generating more musical output 

■ But, it may need manual annotations 
○ No standard method 

REvamped MIDI-derived events (REMI)

Pop Music Transformer: Beat-based Modeling and Generation of Expressive Pop Piano Compositions, Yu-Siang Huang, Yi-Hsuan Yang, 2020



Music Language Model

● Predict the current data point from the previous history 
○ Use the symbolic music data representation vectors

● Set the history as input and the current data as output in the model

𝑝(𝑥!|𝑥", … , 𝑥!#") 𝑥! : symbolic music representation vectors 

Music Language
Model

𝑥!, … , 𝑥"#! 𝑥"



Markov Model

● Simplify the auto-regressive model 
○ The first-order:  𝑃 𝑥& 𝑥", 𝑥, … , 𝑥&'" = 𝑃 𝑥& 𝑥&'"
○ The second-order: 𝑃 𝑥& 𝑥", 𝑥#, … , 𝑥&'" = 𝑃 𝑥& 𝑥&'", 𝑥&'#
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𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆1 𝑥"#! = 𝑆1 = 0.7

𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆2 𝑥"#! = 𝑆1 = 0.1

𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆3 𝑥"#! = 𝑆1 = 0.2

𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆1 𝑥"#! = 𝑆2 = 0.2
𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆2 𝑥"#! = 𝑆2 = 0.6
𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆3 𝑥"#! = 𝑆2 = 0.2

𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆1 𝑥"#! = 𝑆3 = 0.3
𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆2 𝑥"#! = 𝑆3 = 0.1
𝑃 𝑥" = 𝑆3 𝑥"#! = 𝑆3 = 0.6



Markov Model

● Illiac Suite
○ The first computer-generated music 
○ Lejaren Hiller and Leonard Isaacson’s String Quartet



RNN-based Model: Training

● PerformanceRNN: three layers of LSTMs and the softmax output
○ Use performance MIDI files (the MAESTRO dataset)
○ Data augmentation: tempo change and key transpose
○ One-hot MIDI-like event vector
○ The cross-entropy loss 
○ Teacher-forcing: the ground output is used for input 

instead of the predicted output in the training phase

This Time with Feeling: Learning Expressive Musical Performance Sageev Oore, Ian Simon, Sander Dieleman, Douglas Eck, Karen Simonyan, 2018
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RNN-based Model: Inference

● Generate the output using the trained model 
○ Start from a random sample or an initial conditional input
○ Sample from the softmax output: multinomial distribution 
○ The sampled output is used as input at the next step

+𝑥' +𝑥( +𝑥&

+𝑥' +𝑥( +𝑥& +𝑥$

. . .

Sample

An intuitive animation about auto-regressive models: https://twitter.com/i/status/1327775912352493568

https://twitter.com/i/status/1327775912352493568


RNN-based Model: Inference

● The softmax temperature controls musical diversity
○ 𝜏 > 1 : 𝑃& becomes more uniform 

■ More diverse output are generated
○ 𝜏 < 1 : 𝑃& becomes more spiky 

■ Less diverse output are generated

Softmax output

𝑃" 𝑤 =
exp(𝑆$/𝜏)

∑$! exp(𝑆$!/𝜏)

𝜏 > 1
𝜏 = 1

𝜏 < 1



RNN-based Model: Result

● Generation examples: https://magenta.tensorflow.org/performance-rnn

● Issues
○ The result sounds natural in short terms but note patterns are not coherent 

and keeps diverging: the long-term dependency issue!
○ Need better models capable of learning wider music context

𝜏 = 1 𝜏 = 1.5𝜏 = 0.9

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/performance-rnn


Evaluating Music Language Model 

● Objective evaluation
○ Perplexity (PPL): measure the likelihood of the generated output 

■ Inverse probability of the corpus
■ Lower PPL is better

○ Musical statistics
■ Pitch: pitch count, pitch class histogram, pitch transition histogram, pitch range
■ Rhythm: note count, average inter-onset-interval, note length histogram, note 

length transition histogram

● Subjective evaluation 
○ Mean opinion score (MOS): scale from 1 to 5 
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On the evaluation of generative models in music Li-Chia Yang, Alexander Lerch (Neural Computing and Applications), 2020



Issue in the RNN-based Model

● There is a large contextual gap between the input and the output
○ For different random inputs, the generated output sequences will be arbitrary

Generative 
Model

Random
Seed 𝑥! 𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …



Issue in the RNN-based Model

● Can we feed a random continuous vector that governs the entire context 
of the output such that the input renders a smooth transition of 
generated sequences ? 

Generative 
Model

ℎRandom
Continuous Vector 𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …



Auto-Encoder

● We can compress the context of the sequence into a single vector using 
the auto-encoder structure
○ But, can we sample a random vector and generate a meaningful sequence 

from the latent space? 

Generative 
ModelℎEncoder 𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …

Random
Continuous Vector? 



Auto-Encoder

● The latent space may not be continuous
○ There are empty space between the latent vector clusters
○ The generated output from the empty space will be different from what you 

expect to have

DecoderℎEncoder 𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …

Random
Continuous Vector? 

Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/intuitively-understanding-variational-autoencoders-1bfe67eb5daf

https://towardsdatascience.com/intuitively-understanding-variational-autoencoders-1bfe67eb5daf


Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)

● Model the latent space using randomly sampled latent vectors with a 
probabilistic model such as Gaussian
○ The encoder yield two vectors for mean and standard deviation

DecoderEncoder 𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …

Mean

Standard
Deviation

random sample = 𝜇 + 𝜎𝑧
(𝑧~𝒩 (0, I))

𝜎

𝜇 ℎ



Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)

● Optimize the network using the maximum likelihood estimation
○ The estimation is intractable and so an approximated method is used:

■ Maximize the lower bound of the log likelihood 
○ This ends up with minimizing two terms: the reconstruction error and KL 

divergence between the Gaussian distributions

𝑙 𝑊; 𝑥 = 𝑥 − /𝑥 # + 𝐾𝐿(𝒩(𝜇 𝑥 , 𝜎 𝑥 ) ∥ 𝒩 0, I )

Reconstruction error KL divergence: make the distribution of 
latent vectors have  zero mean and unit 
variance 

Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes, Diederik Kingma, Max Welling, 2014



Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)

● Re-parameterization 
○ Enables gradient flow by detouring the sampling process

DecoderEncoder 𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …𝑥%, 𝑥&, 𝑥', 𝑥(, 𝑥), …

Mean

Standard
Deviation

𝜎

𝜇 ℎ

random sample
𝑧~𝒩 (0, I)

+

×



Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)

● Distribution in the latent space
○ By using both KL divergence and reconstruction error, the space can be 

discriminative as well as continuous  

Reconstruction only KL divergence only Both
Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/intuitively-understanding-variational-autoencoders-1bfe67eb5daf

https://towardsdatascience.com/intuitively-understanding-variational-autoencoders-1bfe67eb5daf


Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)

● The encoder-decoder can be any neural network module
○ CNN: image audio
○ RNN: text, symbolic music

Encoder
Decoder/
Generator

Encoder Decoder/Generator

VAE with CNN VAE with RNN 

Sample

“I” “love” “you” <EOS>

“I” “love” “you” 

“I” “Love” “you” 

<EOS>Sample



Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)

● Generate data by taking a random vector from the unit Gaussian
○ Data manifold are generated from varying 𝑧

Decoder/
Generator

random sample
𝑧~𝒩 (0, I)

Fei-Fei Li & Justin Johnson & Serena Yeung Lecture 12 - May 15, 201892

Decoder network

Sample z from

Sample x|z from

Variational Autoencoders: Generating Data!
Use decoder network.  Now sample z from prior!

Kingma and Welling, “Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes”, ICLR 2014

Fei-Fei Li & Justin Johnson & Serena Yeung Lecture 12 - May 15, 201894

Variational Autoencoders: Generating Data!

Vary z1

Vary z2

Degree of smile

Head pose

Diagonal prior on z 
=> independent 
latent variables

Different 
dimensions of z 
encode 
interpretable factors 
of variation

Kingma and Welling, “Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes”, ICLR 2014

Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes, Diederik Kingma, Max Welling, 2014

𝑧1
(circle 
shape)

𝑧2 (tilt + more )

𝑧1
(smile)

𝑧2 (pose)

Generation from the 2-D latent space 𝑧



Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)

● Generate data by taking a random vector from the unit Gaussian
○ Data manifold are generated from varying 𝑧

Decoder/Generator

Generating Sentences from a Continuous Space, Samuel Bowman, Luke Vilnis, Oriol Vinyals, Andrew Dai, Rafal Jozefowicz, Samy Bengio, 2016

random sample
𝑧~𝒩 (0, I)

Interpolated sentences between pairs of random points in the 
latent space 𝑧



MusicVAE

● Encoder: bidirectional RNN
○ The two hidden units at both ends are concatenated
○ The latent vector corresponds to a measure-level unit (2 bar ~ 16 bars)

● Decoder: hierarchical RNN
○ Conductor RNN: learns high-level 

dependency in measure level
○ Language model RNN: condition 

from the conductor RNN is 
concatenated with the previous 
output as input at the next step

A Hierarchical Latent Vector Model for Learning Long-Term Structure in Music, Adam Roberts, Jesse Engel, Colin Raffel, Curtis Hawthorne, Douglas Eck, 2018



MusicVAE

● Training dataset
○ The Lakh MIDI dataset: Multi-track score MIDI
○ Use piano roll but quantized notes to 16th note events
○ Handle monophonic note sequences only 
○ One event is 130 dimensional vector: note on (128 pitches), note off, rest  
○ The input length of RNN (𝑇) is 256 which corresponds to 16 measures (bars)



MusicVAE

● Generate a continuous transition of music generation on the latent space
○ Beat-blender: continuous move on the latent space to generate

gradually changing music sequence
○ Melody mix: interpolation between two different melodies 

● Demo 
○ https://magenta.tensorflow.org/music-vae

Melody Mixer (interpolation)

Beat blender 
(latent space exploration) 

https://magenta.tensorflow.org/music-vae


● Human-AI Co-creation: YACHT (synthpop band)
○ Used melody data from their previous albums

MusicVAE

YACHT- Chain Tripping
(Grammy-Nominated)

https://yacht.bandcamp.com/album/chain-tripping

https://yacht.bandcamp.com/album/chain-tripping

